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Abstract
During the nancial crisis that rst hit the U.S. economy and soon became a world
crisis, investors reduced their holdings of foreign equities, and, at the same time, they
increased their holdings of short-term government bonds. The paper analyzes, within
the context of a DSGE model, the hedging properties of foreign bond and foreign
equity holdings during a crisis, when the degree of uncertainty is high.

We show

that uncertainty generates portfolio dynamics and that they dier depending on the
source of uncertainty. Investors increase their holdings of foreign government bonds
and, at the same time, reduce their holdings of foreign corporate equities, when
uncertainty originates from aggregate demand. When instead uncertainty originates
from aggregate supply, it is optimal for investors to reduce their holdings of foreign
bonds and increase their holdings of foreign equity.

These ndings are supported

by the recently developed theories that consider the collapse of aggregate demand
the main cause of the Great Slump that started in 2007.

Empirical evidence is

supported by estimating the DSGE model on the U.S. data.
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Introduction

The nancial crisis that started in the U.S. in August 2007 and soon spread to the rest
of the world has been extensively analyzed. This crisis did not display particularly novel
features and in fact economists have pointed out many analogies between the current crisis and the previous ones. Reinhart and Rogo (2008a, 2008b) empirically document the
similarities in the behavior of several variables during past nancial crises, including this
last one. Eichengreen (2008) also emphasizes how the U.S. crisis, similarly to the 1997-98
Asian crises, has been characterized by lack of transparency, lax bank regulation, and connected lending that allowed some large institutions to enjoy privileged access to borrowed
funds.
Nevertheless, the most important dierence between this crisis and all the previous ones
is that it had the largest economy in the world at its epicenter. The U.S. nancial crisis
soon became a world crisis and the panic spread across economies.

As a result, in this

occasion, capital did not massively ow out of the crisis country generating the sudden
stops" and capital reversals" that have instead characterized previous episodes of turmoil.
Foreign investors reduced their holdings of U.S. equities indeed, but, at the same time,
they increased their holdings of U.S. Treasuries, to such an extent that the U.S. dollar
started appreciating, and the yields on U.S. Treasury bills reached historical lows. The
sudden change in the holdings of the dierent types of assets, including U.S. Treasuries,
U.S. equity, and foreign corporate stocks and bonds, has been followed by a stabilization
and a return to previous trends in 2009.
The decision of private markets to invest so heavily in the country from which the crisis
originated has been explained
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as a ight to safety. The behavior of investors has been
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described as the result of the insatiable need to accumulate safe debt instruments" . As
international investors realized that U.S. corporate assets could not satisfy their demand,
they decided to run to U.S. Treasuries. The reallocation of funds took place across asset
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(2009), DeLong (2010) and Cochrane (2010), among many others.
(2009).

classes, rather than across countries. But, what did U.S. investors do during the crisis?
They adopted a similar strategy: They dramatically reduced their holdings of foreign equity and, in some countries, they increased their holdings of short-term bonds.

So, the

question is: Under which conditions are foreign bonds a better hedging instrument than
foreign equity? The goal of this paper is to identify the factors that can rationally justify
the choice of agents to increase their holdings in foreign bonds and run away from foreign
equity, when there is an increase in world uncertainty.
In order to do so I use a DSGE model with uncertainty. Earlier DSGE literature often
abstracts from endogenous portfolio choices because of technical diculties. The standard
approach to solve DSGE models in fact relies on rst-order approximations around the
steady state that prove inadequate to capture the second moments that determine portfolio choices. In a stochastic world, nancial assets are dierentiated by their degree of risk,
and optimal portfolio choices are determined by correlations and variances of stochastic
variables.
This paper makes use of the solution method recently developed by Devereux and Sutherland (2006). Their novel procedure consists in the combination of second-order approximations of the portfolio equations of the model with rst-order approximations of nonportfolio equations. This allows to determine how the stochastic structure of the model
aects the portfolio allocation and it becomes possible to characterize economy's rst-order
response to stochastic shocks under the optimal portfolio. They also show that rst-order
dynamics of steady-state portfolio can be obtained by combining a third-order approximation of the portfolio equation and a second-order approximation of the rest of the model.
Time variations in portfolios become relevant for macroeconomic dynamics at the second
level of approximation.
I introduce uncertainty in this portfolio problem assuming that the exogenous state variables follow conditionally-linear stochastic processes where variances are modeled through
stochastic linear processes. As shown in Benigno et al. (2011), the use of a conditionallylinear approximation, as opposed to the fully-linear approximation used by Fernandez-

Villaverde et al. (2009), implies that the process for the exogenous state variables is not
approximated and still displays time-varying volatility.

Because of this, a second-order

approximation of the policy rules is sucient to identify a distinct and direct" role for
time-varying volatility in aecting the endogenous variables. The same principle applies
to the portfolio problem that I study and therefore with the conditionally-linear model I
am able to observe the eect of time-varying risk on portfolio dynamics simply using a
combination of the third-order approximation of portfolio equations and the second-order
approximation of the rest of the model. The use of a fully-linear approximation, like in
Fernandez-Villaverde et al. (2009), would instead require a combination of the fourth-order
approximation of the portfolio equations of the model and a third-order approximation of
all the other equations.
The choice of an optimal portfolio of assets in a multi-period setting with time varying
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volatility of returns has been studied in the nance literature . However, the macroeconomic setting used here gives the possibility to better understand the relationship between
portfolio behavior and macroeconomic variables.

Dierently from what happens in -

nance models, the behavior of returns is not exogenously given. Within the context of a
full blown general equilibrium model it is in fact possible to precisely identify the way in
which returns are aected by the fundamentals of the economy and the way in which these
returns co-move with consumption. The model shows how time-varying risk is generated
by uncertainty in the fundamentals and how volatile fundamentals in turn can aect portfolio holdings. Thanks to these features the analysis of portfolio dynamics can give not
only positive, but also interesting normative insights.
The contribution of the paper is twofold: First, I show that uncertainty is a source of
portfolio-dynamics that can contribute to explain, together with the other sources already
identied in the literature, deviations of the portfolio from its steady-state. My ndings
suggest that the time-varying volatility of the fundamentals aects portfolio dynamics
through two dierent channels: Time-varying volatility rst aects the covariance between
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and Viceira (1999), Chacko and Viceira, (2005).

consumption and asset returns and, additionally, it determines an interaction between the
size of the shocks that hit the state variables and the change in returns' variances and
covariances. Depending on the shock that we consider, we can have that a time-varying
variance pushes the portfolio exactly in the same direction of the shock to the state variable, amplifying the nal eect, or, alternatively, can oset the eect of the shock and
determine dierent adjustments of the portfolio.
Second, in the numerical solution of the model, I show under which conditions it is rational
for investors to increase their holdings of foreign government bonds and, at the same time,
reduce their holdings of foreign equity, in response to an increase in global uncertainty.
In the two country DSGE model that I use I assume that there is trade in both goods and
nancial assets. Each country is endowed every period with one good, and trade is justied by the features of nal consumption that is a bundle of domestic and foreign goods.
The international asset portfolio includes two types of securities: stocks and bonds. Each
country issues one government bond and one equity, denominated in local goods. There
are three sources of shocks: one preference shock that is common to the two economies,
two endowment shocks and two government spending shocks.

Furthermore I proxy the

increase in uncertainty with the introduction of uncertainty shocks, i.e. I allow the variances of the shocks to be time-varying. The number of shocks is larger than the number
of assets. International nancial markets are incomplete.
Investors that have the availability of equities and bonds, choose their portfolio with two
main goals in mind:

They want to smooth their consumption and, in order to do so,

they want to have a well diversied portfolio with assets that display a low degree of comovement and low variance. When uncertainty shocks hit, the way in which real variables
covary with asset returns changes. As a consequence, agents need to re-adjust their portfolios until when the shock has disappeared.
My main ndings are that the response of the portfolio to an increase in uncertainty crucially depends on the source of uncertainty itself.

If uncertainty comes from aggregate

demand, it is always optimal for agents to increase their holdings of foreign bonds. They

reduce their holdings of foreign equity if the increase in uncertainty comes from government spending, while they increase their holdings of foreign equity if uncertainty comes
from preferences. If instead the source of uncertainty is aggregate supply, agents nd it
optimal to increase their holdings of foreign equity and reduce their holdings of foreign
bonds.
This nding suggests that the movements of capital that took place during the crisis are
compatible with an increase in uncertainty coming from aggregate demand. This result is
supported by those theories that identify the collapse in demand as the main cause of the
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slump experienced by the U.S. and by many other economies during the crisis . On the
one hand, the explosion of the housing bubble and the dramatic reduction in consumer
spending in housing and durables can be described as an increase in the volatility of consumers' preferences. On the other hand, the inability of governments to realize eective
scal policies during the crisis can be considered a big source of uncertainty that did not
help the recovery and that might have aected investors' portfolio choice. The two country
DSGE model is estimated on the U.S. data versus the rest of the world.

The model is

also able to give reason of other episodes of capital movements observed in the past: A
combination of aggregate demand and aggregate supply shocks is also able to replicate the
massive capital outows that have been observed in the late 90's.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a more detailed description
of capital movements during the crisis. Section 3 presents the model set-up. In section 4
I briey show the solution method, in section 5 I calibrate and estimate the model and
discuss the results. Section 6 concludes.

2

A Look at the Crisis

In this section I show some more details on the movement of capital that took place at the
beginning of the crisis. After 2007 foreign holdings of U.S. equities registered a dramatic
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reduction, while foreign holdings of U.S. Treasury bonds increased.
It is well known that a large component of foreign holdings of U.S. Treasury bonds is represented by ocial holdings. Furthermore, it has been documented (Warnock, 2010) that
private agents mainly hold short-term U.S.Treasuries, while governments mainly invest
in long-term U.S. Treasuries. Figure 1 shows that private and ocial investors' holdings
of Treasuries followed dierent paths after the panic:

Private investors increased their

holdings of U.S. Treasuries after 2007, but after 2008 they started reducing them. Ocial
investors, instead, went on investing in U.S. Treasury bonds. Private holdings of shortterm Treasuries could have been used as a hedge against the risk, until the panic was over.
After 2008 things went back to normality and investors gradually started increasing their
holdings of U.S. equity.
But what happened to U.S. holdings of foreign assets? As Figure 2 shows, there was a
strong reduction in U.S. holdings of foreign equity and a milder reduction in U.S. holdings
of foreign bonds, while foreign direct investment kept increasing. But if we carefully look
at U.S. holdings of foreign bonds, we can observe a dierence in the behavior of short and
long-term bond holdings. Figure 3 shows a classication of the countries that experienced
an increase in U.S. holdings of their short-term debt, in millions of U.S. dollars. In some
cases, U.S. investors reduced their holdings of both long-term and short-term bonds, but,
in some other cases, they only reduced their holdings of long-term foreign bonds, while
they increased their holdings of short-term foreign bonds. For example, U.K., Ireland and
Greece, registered a reduction in the U.S. holdings of their debt. However in the case of
other countries, like Germany, Canada or Norway, there was a reduction in U.S. holdings
of long-term debt, but, at the same time, an increase in U.S. holdings of short-term debt.
The only exception is Switzerland that instead registered an increase in U.S. holdings of
long-term debt and a reduction in U.S. holdings of short-term debt. Also developing countries like Brazil and Thailand registered an increase in U.S. holdings of their short-term
debt. Some developing countries had in fact been implementing rigorous scal and monetary policies in order to recover from their own crises. When the crisis hit the U.S., they

were therefore characterized by relatively strong fundamentals that might have increased
the attractiveness of their assets.
The choice of U.S. and foreign investors to increase their holdings of foreign short-term
debt shows a certain symmetry in the behavior of investors during the crisis: As uncertainty increased, both U.S. and foreign investors used foreign short-term debt to protect
themselves. This justies my choice to use a two-country symmetric model in the rest of
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the paper .
In what follows I assume that one country is the U.S. and the other one is the rest of the
world.

3

The Model

This is an innite horizon, two-country open economy model. There are two ex-ante symmetric countries,Home" (H) and Foreign" (F), each one populated by a representative
household who consumes and trades a portfolio of nancial assets.

Each country is en-

dowed with one good and issues stocks and government bonds, which are internationally
traded. The international portfolio therefore consists of four assets: two equities and two
government bonds. I allow for three types of shocks in each country: preference shocks,
endowment shocks, and government spending shocks. The number of shocks is larger than
the number of assets available: Financial markets are incomplete.

3.1

Preferences

The household in country

i = H, F

chooses consumption

utility function:

max Et

∞
X
s=0

5 In

θs

i
(Ct+s
)1−σ
1−σ

C i to maximize the inter-temporal

(1)

this version of the model I assume that the two countries have the same size. Size eects could be
important in quantitatively determining steady-state portfolios, but they should not aect the qualitative
predictions of the symmetric model, as shown in Ghironi et al. (2009).

where

σ>0

is the coecient of relative risk aversion and

θs

is the endogenous discount

factor. The discount factor is dened as follows:

θt+s = θt β(Cti ),
with

θ0 = 1

and

β(Cti ) = ωCti

−η

, where

05η<ρ

and

(2)

0 < ωCti

−η

< 1.

The endogenous
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discount factor is used as a stationarity inducing device .
The Home nal consumption basket combines Home and Foreign goods:

1/θ

CtH = [κt (cHH
)(θ−1)/θ + (1 − κt )1/θ (cFt H )(θ−1)/θ ]θ/(θ−1)
t
where

cij

country

is the amount of consumption good received by country

j . κt

is a time varying preference parameter dened as

is the preference shock that follows an AR(1) process:

κ ∈ (0, 1)

i

(3)

and consumed by

κt = κ exp(vt ),

vt = φv vt−1 + εvt 7 .

measures the share of local spending in consumption. If

where

vt

The parameter

κ > 0.5,

the agent is

said to have a home bias" preference in consumption.
Similarly, the consumption bundle for the Foreign country depends on Home and Foreign
goods, and the Foreign preference parameter is

κ∗t = κ exp(−vt ).

The Foreign consumption

basket is:

(θ−1)/θ θ/(θ−1)
CtF = [(κ∗t )1/θ (cFt F )(θ−1)/θ + (1 − κ∗t )1/θ (cHF
]
.
t )

(4)

A positive preference shock at the same time increases the consumption of the Home
good and reduces the consumption of the Foreign good in both countries. The aggregate
consumer price index for Home,

PtH ,

is dened as:

1

1−θ
PtH = [κt (pH
+ (1 − κt )(pFt )1−θ ] 1−θ ,
t )
6 See

(5)

Schmitt Grohe and Uribe, (2003).
introduction of preference shocks generates incomplete markets, since the number of assets is
smaller then the number of shocks. Furthermore the assumption of preference shocks during a crisis is not
unrealistic: During a crisis agents for example prefer to postpone purchases of some goods, like consumer
durables, while there are some other types of goods, like food, to which they cannot renounce.
7 The

where

pH
t

and

pFt

are the prices of Home and Foreign goods. Similarly, Foreign price index

is dened as:
1

1−θ 1−θ
PtF = [κ∗t (pFt )1−θ + (1 − κ∗t )(pH
] .
t )
In this economy the law of one price holds. If

κ > 0.5,

(6)

Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)

does not hold, and the real exchange rate is dened as the ratio between the Foreign price
index over the Home price index:

3.2

Qt =

PtF
.
PtH

Endowments

This is an endowment economy: In each period the two countries receive an endowment
of two dierent goods,

YH

and

Y F.

The stochastic endowment follows an

i

i
Ŷt+1
= φY Ŷti + εYt+1 .

AR(1)

process:

(7)

As in Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2011), I assume that only a fraction

δ of the endowment

can be capitalized and distributed to stockholders as dividend, while the remaining fraction

1−δ

3.3

is distributed to agents and can be interpreted as labor income.

The Government

The public sector of country

i
i issues at time t government bonds Bt+1

domestic good. The real price of the bond at time

i at time t + 1.

t is zti

The government collects lump sum taxes

spending that, by assumption, entirely falls on country

denominated in the

and its return is one unit of good

Ti
i

in order to nance government

good. The budget constraint of

the government is:

i
=
zti Bt+1
where

Gi

pit i pit i
B + G − Tti ,
Pti t Pti t

is government spending in country

i.

(8)

Government spending follows an AR(1)

process:

Ĝit+1 = φG Ĝit + εG
t+1 .

(9)

3.4

Financial Markets

Each country

i

issues two types of assets: government bonds and stocks. There is a bond

denominated in the Home good and one denominated in the Foreign good: Buying one
unit of the Home (Foreign) bond at time

t delivers one unit of Home (Foreign) good in the

following period. Each country also issues a stock that represents a claim to a share
country

i

endowment. The supply of each share is normalized to unity. Let

the number of shares of stock

ij
Bt+1

i

held by country

j

household at the end of period

represents holdings of bonds issued by country

constraint for the home economy at time

H
H
nf aH
t+1 = (Yt − Gt )

t

i

and held by country

j.

nf aH

zi

denote

t,

while

The budget

pH
t
F
H H
HF
− CtH + γtF nf aH
t + (γt − γt )qt−1 St
PtH
(10)

are net foreign assets, and they are dened as:

F FH
F FH
H HF
H HF
nf aH
t+1 = zt Bt+1 + qt St+1 − qt St+1 − zt Bt+1 ,
where

of

is:

F
H
+(RtF − γtF )zt−1
BtHF − (RtH − γtF )zt−1
BtHH ,

where

ij
St+1

δ

is the price of the bond issued by country

issued by country i.

γH

and

γF

i,

while

qi

(11)

is the price of the equity

are the returns on stocks issued by Home and Foreign and

dened in terms of Home consumption:

γtH =

H
(PtH qtH + pH
t dt )
,
H
PtH qt−1

(12)

γtF =

(PtH qtF + pFt dFt )
,
F
PtH qt−1

(13)

where

dit

are dividends that are equal to

δYti . RtH

and

RtF

are the returns on Home and

Foreign bonds in terms of Home consumption, and they are dened as:

RtH =

pH
t
,
H
PtH zt−1

(14)

RtF =

pFt
.
F
PtH zt−1

(15)

and

Foreign agents solve a similar portfolio allocation problem and their budget constraint
is:

nf aFt+1 = (YtF − GFt )

pFt
F
− CtF + γtH nf aFt + (γtH − γtF )qt−1
StF H
PtF

H
F
+(RtH − γtH )zt−1
BtF H − (RtF − γtH )zt−1
BtF F ,

where Foreign net foreign assets

nf aFt+1 ,

are dened as:

HF
HF
FH
FH
nf aFt+1 = ztH Bt+1
+ qtH St+1
− qtF St+1
− ztF Bt+1
.

3.5

(16)

(17)

Market Clearing Conditions

The resource constraints are

H
cHH
+ cHF
+ GH
t
t
t = Yt

(18)

cFt F + cFt H + GFt = YtF .

(19)

and

If we dene the value of Home equity held by the two countries in terms of Home consumption,

q H S HH

and

q H S HF , as aHH
t

and

aHF
t

the market clearing condition for the asset

issued by Home economy is:

aHH
+ aHF
= qtH ,
t
t

(20)

StHH + StHF = 1.

since the total number of equities is normalized to unity,

Similarly, by

dening holdings of Foreign equity in terms of Home consumption, the market clearing
condition for Foreign equity is:

aFt F + aFt H = qtF .

(21)

+ bHF
BtH = bHH
t ,
t

(22)

BtF = bFt F + bFt H ,

(23)

In the case of bonds, we have:

where

Bti

is the total number of bonds issued by country

the value of country

3.6

i

bonds dened in terms of country

i
i

at time

t,

and

i
,
bij = Btij zt−1

is

consumption.

Uncertainty Shocks

Recently there has been an increasing interest in the analysis of the eects of uncertainty
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on macroeconomic variables .

Dierently from the previous portfolio literature, I look

at the eect of uncertainty shocks on the steady-state portfolio and on its dynamics.

I

introduce uncertainty through the assumption that the variances of the shocks that hit
the economy are time-varying and can deviate from their steady-state value according to

9

the following stochastic processes :

8 For

2Y
σt+1
= ρY σ 2Y + (1 − ρY )σt2Y + η Y uYt+1 ,

(24)

2G
σt+1
= ρG σ 2G + (1 − ρG )σt2G + η G uG
t+1 ,

(25)

2v
σt+1
= ρv σ 2v + (1 − ρv )σt2v + η v uvt+1 ,

(26)

example see Benigno et al.(2011), Bloom (2009), Bloom, Floetotto and Jaimovich (2009),
Fernandez-Villaverde, Guerron-Quintana, Rubio-Ramirez and Uribe (2009).
9 As in Benigno et al. (2011), I assume that the exogenous state variables follow conditionally-linear
stochastic processes, where the variances of the primitive shocks follow stochastic linear processes.

where

uit+1

is an identically and independently distributed process with mean zero and

unitary variance.

3.7

σ 2i

are the steady state values of the variances, with

Optimality Conditions

The rst-order conditions for country

4

i = Y, G, v .

i

with respect to equities and bonds are:

−σ

Cti

η−σ

H
),
= ωEt (C i t+1 γt+1

Cti

η−σ

F
),
= ωEt (C i t+1 γt+1

Cti

η−σ

H
),
= ωEt (C i t+1 Rt+1

Cti

η−σ

F
= ωEt (C i t+1 Rt+1
),

−σ

−σ

−σ

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

Model Solution

It is well known that in open economy macro literature, the optimal portfolio is indeterminate. Standard approximation methods that use only rst-order approximations imply
that certainty equivalence holds, and, as a result, all assets are perfect substitutes.

In
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order to overcome this indeterminacy problem, Devereux and Sutherland (2006, 2010a)

,

provide a solution method that allows to determine steady-state portfolios. Their solution
method is characterized by a two part solution: a second-order approximation of portfolio
equations, in combination with a rst-order approximation of the rest of the model. In
this way it is possible to determine how the stochastic structure of the model aects the
portfolio allocation, and it is possible to characterize the economy's rst-order response to
stochastic shocks under the optimal portfolio.
Equations (7), (9), (10)-(15), (24)-(26), (27)-(30), along with their foreign equivalent, may

H
F
be solved in order to determine the path of quantities {Ct , Ct ,}, prices
10 From

now on DS.

{qtH , qtF , ztH , ztF , T ott , Qt },

rates of return

{γtH , γtF , RtH , RtF }, and the vector of steady-state asset holdings {aHH , aHF , aF F , aF H , bHH , bH

bF F , bF H }.
In Appendix A I nd the steady-state value of Foreign equity holdings and Foreign bond
holdings.

Steady-state Foreign equity and Foreign bond holdings are a function of the

parameters of the model and of the steady-state variances of the shocks. Agents' goal is
to hold a portfolio able to hedge themselves against consumption risk. The steady-state
share of each asset depends on the co-movement between consumption and the return of
that asset, but also on the co-movement between consumption and the return of the other
available asset, and on the variances and covariances of both asset returns.

4.1

Portfolio Dynamics

DS (2010a) show that a combination of third-order approximations of the portfolio equations and second-order approximations of the rest of the model delivers the path followed
by the portfolio, when the economy is hit by a shock to the state variables. They show
that deviations of exogenous state variables from their steady-state are a source of portfolio changes. Here I show that uncertainty shocks can be an additional source of portfolio
dynamics.

Not only the shocks of the model, but also their time-varying variances can

contribute to explain deviations of the portfolio from its steady-state.
Traditionally DSGE models rely on the assumption of homoscedastic shocks, but recently
the attention has been focused on the eects of time-varying variances on the business
cycle.

As in Benigno et al.

(2011), I rely on the assumption that the exogenous state

variables follow a conditionally-linear stochastic process in which the variance of the primitive shocks is modeled through a stochastic linear process. As shown in Benigno et al.
(2011), the rst-order approximation of the solution is consistent with a conditionallylinear model, where the process for the exogenous state variables is not approximated
and therefore displays time-varying volatility. They show that under this assumption the
second-order approximation of the model is sucient to capture the eects of uncertainty.
It follows that when this principle is applied to the portfolio problem, rst-order portfolio

dynamics generated by time-varying volatility can be then observed through a combination
of second and third-order approximations of the model. The use of a conditionally-linear
model greatly simplies the solution of the portfolio problem that would have otherwise
required a combination of fourth and third-order approximations of the model.
The third-order approximations of the portfolio equations, as obtained in DS (2010a), are:

D
D
Et [−σ Ĉt+1
γ̂t+1
+

σ 2 D(2) D
σ D D(2)
(Ĉt+1 γ̂t+1 ) − (Ĉt+1
γ̂t+1 )] = 0,
2
2

(31)

σ 2 D(2) D
σ D D(2)
(Ĉt+1 R̂t+1 ) − (Ĉt+1
R̂t+1 )] = 0,
2
2

(32)

and

D
D
Et [−σ Ĉt+1
R̂t+1
+
where

Ĉ D(2) is the second-order approximation of the dierence between Home and Foreign

consumption and

γ̂ D(2)

and

R̂D(2)

are the second-order approximations of the dierence in

Home and Foreign returns on equites and bonds. Plugging in the equilibrium conditions
(31) and (32) the expressions for the second-order approximations of

Ĉ D(2) , γ̂ D(2) and R̂D(2)

you nd the equations that describe rst-order dynamics of Home holdings of Foreign
assets,

ât

and

b̂t .

Time-varying volatilities are, together with state variables, a source of portfolio dynamics.
Dierently from the benchmark two-asset case, where the shock and its variance play two
distinct roles in the determination of portfolio dynamics, in the four-asset case changes in
the optimal portfolio also depend on the interaction between the shock and its variance.
The time-varying volatility of the fundamentals aects portfolio dynamics through two
dierent channels: Time-varying volatility rst aects the covariance between consumption
and asset returns and, additionally, it determines a change in the variances and covariances
of asset returns that interacts with the size of the shock that hits the state variables. As
it will be shown in the next paragraph, depending on the shock that we consider, we can
have that a time-varying variance pushes the portfolio exactly in the same direction of the
shock, amplifying the nal eect, or, alternatively, can oset the eect of the shock and
determine dierent adjustments of the portfolio.

5

Numerical Results

5.1

Calibration

The portfolio solution of the full model is a highly complicated expression that can only be
described numerically. The parameter values are presented in Table 1. The discount factor,

11

β

, is set equal to 0.96, in order to have a steady state real interest rate of

4%.

Agents in

both countries maximize the same utility function. The constant risk aversion parameter,

σ,

is set to 4, since empirical evidence suggests for this parameter a range between 3 and

5.

In the choice of the persistence parameters of the shocks I follow the estimations of

Gali and Monacelli (2005) for the endowment shock and Lubik and Schorfheide (2005) for
the government spending shock. As in Devereux and Sutherland (2010b), I assume that
demand and endowment shocks have the same persistence. The standard deviation of all
the shocks is equal to

0.01%,

and all the shocks are

i.i.d..

The share of endowment

1−δ

that is used as labor income is 0.7 as typically suggested by empirical evidence. I analyze
the special case in which the home bias parameter

κ

equals 0.5.

the solution of the model and the interpretation of the results.

This choice simplies
Under this assumption

the PPP holds and we do not observe changes in the real exchange rate. Bonds' return
dierentials are proportional to changes in the terms of trade. The total number of bonds
is normalized to 60% GDP, and the compatible ratio of taxes over GDP is 0.046.

5.2
5.2.1

Results
Steady-State Portfolio

In this economy there are four assets and ve shocks.

Markets are incomplete.

As the

number of assets available in the economy increases, the steady-state portfolio becomes a
highly complicated expression that depends on the parameters of the model. When each
country is allowed to issue more than one asset, all the returns of the assets issued by the

11 The

steady-state discount factor β = ω C̄ −η

same country depend on the fundamentals of the country itself and therefore it becomes
necessary to study how these fundamentals aect the returns and how the returns co-move.
Agents' goal is to hold assets that allow them to smooth consumption and, in order to do
that, they want to hold assets with returns that do not positively co-move.
The returns oered by the stocks and the bonds issued by country
damentals of country

i.

i

depend on the fun-

In expected terms all the assets should oer the same returns,

but, ex-post, returns can dier because of the unexpected shocks that hit the economies.
Stock returns depend on the value of endowments, i.e., on real endowments and on their
prices. Bond returns, instead, depend only on the price of the endowment. For reasonable
parameter values, stock returns are positively related to endowment shocks, government
spending shocks and preference shocks. Bond returns, instead, are negatively related to
endowment shocks, but positively related to the other two shocks. Intuitively, endowment
shocks increase the amount of endowment available, but have a negative eect on relative prices. This explains the divergence between the behavior of stock and bond returns.
When all the other shocks are involved, they act only on prices and because of that we
observe that returns move all in the same direction.
Steady-state Home holdings of Foreign assets depend on the co-movement between consumption and the return of each asset, and on the co-movement between stock and bond
returns

12

.

In the case without demand shocks markets are complete and agents can build a portfolio
that is able to fully equalize Home and Foreign consumptions

12 The

13

. My model assumes that

co-movement between consumption and asset returns is dened as E(Ĉ γ̂) = ηCY ηγεy σy2 +
ηCG ηγεg σg2 + ηCv ηγεv σv2 . It is the sum of three components: the product between consumption elasticity to endowment shocks and return elasticity to endowments shocks, multiplied by the variance of
endowments; the product between consumption elasticity to government spending shocks and return elasticity to government spending shocks, multiplied by the variance of government spending; the product
between consumption elasticity to preference shocks and return elasticity to preference shocks, multiplied
by the variance of preferences. In the determination of steady-state portfolio shares the three components
act individually. Therefore in the analysis of each volatility, when I mention the covariance of consumption
with asset returns, I refer each time to one component of this covariance, depending on the variance that
I am considering.
13 As shown in Coerdacier and Gourinchas (2011), when the number of shocks equals the number of
assets, rank and spanning conditions are satised and it is possible to replicate the ecient risk-sharing
allocation up to the rst order.

government spending entirely falls on Home goods and, even without assuming any home
bias in consumption, in the complete market case features complete home bias in equity
and bond holdings, when the elasticity of substitution between Home and Foreign goods,

θ,

is larger than one

14

. In this case, in fact, the elasticity of consumption to endowment

is positive and the elasticity of consumption to government spending is negative. Equity
returns positively react to both endowment and government spending shocks, while bond
returns go down with endowment shocks and instead increase with government spending.
These elasticities therefore guarantee that a portfolio that is completely biased towards
holdings of Home assets is enough to smooth agents' consumption.

They can in fact

use Home bonds when the endowment shock hits and Home equity when the government
shock hits. When instead the parameter

θ

is smaller than 1 things substantially change:

Consumption increases with government spending shocks and decreases with endowment
shocks. Furthermore, the returns of the two assets increase with government spending and
decrease with endowment shocks. Since agents want to smooth consumption and, at the
same time, hold assets that do not positively co-move, their only solution is to hold also
Foreign stocks.
In the incomplete market case that includes also demand shocks, my numerical analysis
shows that the optimal portfolio for the Home country is such that Home stocks represent
60% of its total stock holdings, while Foreign stocks represent the remaining 40% of its
stock holdings. Home also holds a short position in Foreign bonds equal to 3% of GDP,
while its bond holdings are completely biased towards Home bonds

15

. The steady-state

portfolio is a function of the parameters of the model, including the variances of the shocks,
the degree of risk aversion and the persistences of the shocks.
The steady-state variances of the three shocks that hit each economy generate dierent
hedging motives that aect the steady-state portfolio in an important way.
The volatility of endowments has at the same time several eects: It decreases the co-

14 Also

Berriel and Bhattarai (2012) nd the same result.
documented by Lane and Shambaugh (2009) and by Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2011), there is
large heterogeneity across countries in the currency denomination of their bond holdings. Anyhow, they
nd that advanced countries mainly invest in their own currency debt.
15 As

variance between Home stocks and Home bonds, and also the covariance between Home
consumption and Home bond returns. It instead increases the covariance between Home
consumption and Home stock returns.

The reduction in the covariance between Home

asset returns could induce agents to keep in their portfolio a larger amount of Home bonds
and Home stocks, but, at the same time, the increase in the covariance between Home consumption and Home stock returns could be an incentive for agents to hold a larger share
of Foreign stocks and a larger share of Home bonds. The numerical solution shows that
actually this last incentive prevails and the optimal portfolio is shifted towards Foreign
stock holdings and Home bond holdings when the volatility of endowments is higher than
the other volatilities.
Government spending volatility increases the covariance between Home bonds and Home
stocks but, at the same time, reduces the covariance between Home consumption and
Home asset returns (including both bonds and stocks). Overall, the numerical results suggest that agents use Home stocks to smooth consumption and increase their holdings of
Foreign bonds to diversify their portfolio. A relatively high government spending volatility
then has a tendency to reduce the steady-state share of Foreign stocks and to increase the
share of Foreign bond holdings.
Finally, preference shock volatility increases the covariance between Home stocks and
Home bonds, the variance of Home bond and Home stock returns, and it also increases
the covariance between Home consumption and Home asset returns. Since the volatility
of preferences acts exactly in the same way on consumption and on asset returns and
increases their covariance, the only feasible strategy for Home agents is to increase their
holdings of Foreign assets. The numerical results in fact show that there is an increase
in the steady-state share of Foreign equity and Foreign bonds when the volatility of the
preference shock is relatively high.
My ndings suggest that the degree of risk aversion aects in a smooth way the steadystate portfolio. As risk aversion increases, the steady-state portfolio is characterized by a
larger proportion of holdings of Foreign equity and a smaller fraction of holdings of Foreign

bonds. The risk aversion parameter mostly aects the way in which consumption reacts
to shocks.

When risk aversion increases, the elasticities of consumption to endowment,

government spending and demand shocks change. There is in fact a slight reduction in the
elasticities of consumption to endowment and preference shocks,

ηcY

and

ηcv ,

while there

is a stronger increase in the elasticity of consumption to government spending shocks,

ηcG .

Overall there is an increase in the response of consumption to the three shocks. Since the
returns of stocks and bonds do not depend on risk aversion, the change in the reaction of
consumption to shocks also determines an increase in the covariance between consumption and assets' returns. As a result, as risk aversion increases, Home stocks reduce their
ability to be a good hedging instrument for consumption risk and, as a consequence, the
steady-state portfolio is shifted towards Foreign equity. Since the covariance between asset
returns is positive and independent on risk aversion, the increase in the holdings of Foreign
stocks is balanced by a reduction in the holdings of Foreign bonds.
The degree of persistence of the shocks is another factor that aects the steady-state portfolio composition. An increase in the persistence of the endowment shock increases the
share of Home holdings of Foreign equity, while it decreases the share of Home holdings
of Foreign bonds. This happens because the elasticity of consumption to the endowment
shock increases as well as the elasticity of stock returns to endowment shocks. The larger
covariance between consumption and stock returns shifts the optimal portfolio towards
Foreign stock holdings.

Optimal Foreign bond holdings go down even if the covariance

between bond and stock returns is reduced.
An increase in the persistence of government spending shocks, instead, increases steadystate holdings of Foreign bonds and reduces steady-state holdings of Foreign equity. This
happens because the elasticity of consumption to government spending shocks goes down,
while the elasticity of stock returns to the same shock goes up.
returns is instead unchanged.

The elasticity of bond

This implies that there is an increase in the covariance

between Home stock and Home bond returns and a reduction in the covariance between
Home stock returns and Home consumption. Home stocks become a better hedging instru-

ment than Foreign stocks. The larger covariance between Home asset returns determines
a reduction in the share of Home bonds and an increase in the share of Foreign bonds in
the steady-state portfolio.
Finally, when the persistence of preference shocks is stronger, the steady-state portfolio
increases its bias toward the holdings of Foreign equity and follows an inverse U shape
for the holdings of Foreign bonds. A more persistent shock produces an increase in the
reaction of consumption to preference shocks and, at the same time, increases the elasticity
of stock returns to preference shocks. Foreign stock holdings increase, while Foreign bond
holdings are reduced when

φv

is equal or larger than 0.6. This happens because when

φv

is larger than 0.6, Home stock returns start increasing in a much stronger way and, with
them, also the covariance between bond and stock returns. This justies the willingness
of agents to hold a portfolio characterized by a larger share of Home bonds.

5.2.2

Portfolio Dynamics

Portfolio dynamics are the main focus of this paper.

Foreign holdings of U.S. assets

changed a lot during the crisis. International holdings of U.S. stocks in 2007 inverted the
increasing trend that they had been following, going from 20% of U.S. GDP in 2007 to
12% of U.S. GDP in 2008. In the same year international holdings of U.S. Treasuries went
from 4.5% of U.S. GDP to 6% of U.S. GDP. The idea of the exercise is to understand the
qualitative and quantitative eect that uncertainty can have on portfolio dynamics. When
you look at asset holding dynamics, it is worth noting that there is a dierence between
the benchmark two-asset case and the more complicated four-asset case. In the two-asset
case, the shock to the state variables on the one hand, and its variance on the other, play
two clearly dierent roles in portfolio dynamics. Both the shock and the variance generate portfolio dynamics, but they are independent from each other. In the two-asset case,
the steady-state portfolio is a weighted average of the product of consumption and return
elasticities to the shocks, where the weights are the variances of the shocks themselves.

When there is an increase in the variance of one of the shocks, let's say shock i, the related
hedging motive becomes more important because the co-movement between consumption
and the return generated by shock
changes.

i

gets a bigger weight, and this determines portfolio

A time-varying variance changes over time the weight given to these elastici-

ties and, therefore, it requires an adjustment in the optimal portfolio. This means that
the time-varying risk biases the portfolio in a particular direction, until when the shock
vanishes and the variance goes back to its initial value.

In the four-asset case, instead,

time-varying variances aect asset holdings in various ways. Besides generating the eects
that we also observe in the simpler two-asset case, changes in the variances of the shocks
also interact with the size of the shocks. The interaction term depends on the elasticity of
consumption to the shock, on the covariance between bond and stock returns, and on the
variance of these returns.
In what follows, I analyze the reaction of the steady-state portfolio when the economy
experiences increases in the degree of volatility. I use the time-varying volatilities of endowment, government spending and preference shocks as a proxy of uncertainty.
When the uncertainty shock hits endowment volatility, on impact Home holdings of Foreign equity increase by 1.5%.

As time passes and the shock vanishes, they smoothly

decrease until they go back to their steady-state (Figure 4). Foreign bond holdings instead
decrease after an increase in the volatility of the endowment shock. When the shock hits,
Home agents short-sell Foreign bonds and their holdings of Foreign bonds are reduced by
0.15%. As variance goes back to its steady-state, Foreign bond holdings go back to their
initial value (Figure 6). The speed at which equity and bond holdings go back to their
steady-state depends on the value of the autocorrelation of the uncertainty shock: More
persistent uncertainty shocks slow down the convergence of the portfolio to its steadystate (Figure 5, Figure 7). An increase in the risk associated to endowment shocks reduces
the covariance between bond and stock returns, increases the covariance between Home
consumption and Home stock returns and reduces the co-movement between Home consumption and Home bond returns. Even if the co-movement between bonds and stocks is

reduced, the consumption smoothing motive prevails and we observe a contemporaneous
increase in Home holdings of Foreign stocks and a reduction in Home holdings of Foreign
bonds.

The increase in the value of the risk-aversion coecient

σ

increases the size of

portfolio deviations from its steady-state. When the coecient equals 10 agents increase
their holdings of Foreign stocks by 4% and reduce those of Foreign bonds by 0.4%. In order
to understand the contribution of uncertainty shocks to portfolio dynamics, I calculated
the deviation of asset holdings from their steady-state when the economy is only hit by
an endowment shock and the volatility is not time-varying. The impact of an endowment
shock on portfolio dynamics is much smaller than before: Home holdings of Foreign stocks
increase by 0.01%, while the reduction in Home holdings of Foreign bonds is 0.002%. When
the economy is hit by an endowment shock the direction taken by the portfolio is similar to
the one observed with uncertainty shocks, but endowment uncertainty amplies portfolio
dynamics.
An increase in the volatility of government spending shocks induces agents to increase
Home equity holdings. Foreign equity is in fact reduced by
are increased by

0.15%,

as shown in gure 8, gure 9.

4%

and Foreign bond holdings

A government spending shock

increases relative Home prices, and therefore Home bond returns and Home stock returns
also increase. Since government spending has a negative eect on consumption, an increase
in the volatility of government spending shocks reduces the covariance between consumption and both asset returns. The variance of both asset returns goes up, but bond returns
become more volatile than stock returns. Therefore agents use Home equity as a hedging
instrument to smooth consumption and increase their holdings of Foreign bonds, in order
to have assets that do not co-move. When the risk aversion parameter is set to 10, there
is a reduction in holdings of Foreign stocks equal to
Foreign bonds equal to

0.3%.

9%

and an increase in the holdings of

Also in this case, uncertainty works as an amplier in port-

folio dynamics. In the absence of time-varying volatility, Foreign equity holdings would
decrease only by

0.03%,

while holdings of Foreign bonds would go up by

0.005%.

Finally an increase in the volatility of preference shocks results in an increase of both For-

eign equity holdings and Foreign bond holdings: Foreign equity holdings increase by
and Foreign bond holdings go up by

0.08% (gure 10, gure 11).

0.8%

Preference shocks have a

positive eect on consumption and on the terms of trade. The increase in the covariance
between returns and consumption justies the increase in Foreign bond and Foreign stock
holdings. When
increase by

2%

σ

is 10, Foreign stock holdings and Foreign bond holdings respectively

and

0.2%.

It is interesting to observe that in the absence of uncertainty

shocks, a shock to preferences would still increase Home holdings of Foreign stocks by

0.01%,

but it would actually reduce Foreign bond holdings by

0.002%.

The absence of

shocks to the volatility of preferences would keep the variance of bond returns constant,
(instead of increasing it) and therefore agents would prefer to enjoy the increase in the
terms of trade, by simply holding a larger amount of Home bonds.
The second order approximation of the model shows that an increase in the variances of
the shocks increases the volatility of asset returns and, through them, the volatility of
net foreign assets and consumption dierentials. Intuitively, compatibly with the considerations done, agents change their portfolio holdings in order to counteract as much as
possible the negative eects of higher volatilities on these macroeconomic variables.
An increase in the volatility of endowments increases the variance of Home stock returns
and, through this channel, has a negative impact on consumption dierentials. The second
order approximation of consumption dierentials shows that a higher volatility of asset returns reduces consumption dierentials because agents prefer to save more and protect
themselves from high expected future risk. Agents therefore reduce their exposure to the
volatility of Home stock returns shifting their portfolio away from Home stocks and increasing their holdings of Foreign stocks. In other words, in this particular case, agents
increase their foreign asset position in order to reduce their exposure to Home volatility.
On the other hand, Home bond returns also experience an increase in their volatility. The
choice of increasing their portfolio share is determined by the negative covariance of Home
bond returns with consumption, but has the drawback of positively aecting the variance
of Home consumption.

As already mentioned, government spending volatility increases the volatility of both stock
and bond returns. However, since government spending shocks have a negative eect of
consumption, agents reduce their holdings of only one of the two assets issued by Home.
The numerical analysis shows that actually Home bond returns are more volatile than
Home stock returns after an increase in government spending volatility.

Consistently

with this, we observe that agents reduce their exposure to government spending volatility
through a reduction in Home bond holdings and a contemporaneous increase in Foreign
bond holdings.
Finally, the negative eect of preference volatility on consumption dierential cannot be
reduced because Foreign asset returns suer exactly the same degree of volatility, since
the preference shock is common to the two countries. Agents' portfolio choice is only determined by the positive covariance between Home consumption and Home asset returns.
The nal eect on net foreign assets will depend on the joint change in stock and bond
holdings. In order to measure this change we would need at least a third order approximation of the whole model, but intuitively it seems reasonable to think that also in this case
the source of uncertainty will matter a lot in the change of net foreign assets. We have
observed, in fact, that changes in stock holdings are much stronger than changes in bond
holdings.

Presumably endowment volatility shocks and preference shocks determine in-

creases in the net foreign asset position of a country, while shocks to government spending
volatility should produce changes in net foreign assets with the opposite sign.

6
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Conclusion

During the nancial crisis that rst hit the U.S. economy and soon became a world crisis,
investors reduced their holdings of foreign equities, and, at the same time, they increased
their holdings of short-term U.S. government bonds. The paper analyzes, within the con-

16 Fogli

and Perri (2010) nd a positive relation between external imbalances and macroeconomic volatility. In their paper, what they call macroeconomic volatility is equivalent to what I call endowment
volatility. Their nding therefore seems in line with the results of my model.

text of a DSGE model, the hedging properties of foreign bond and foreign equity holdings
during a crisis, when the degree of uncertainty is high. Uncertainty is here described as
a shock that makes the variances of the model time-varying.

Uncertainty shocks are a

source of portfolio dynamics, together with deviations of the state variables from their
steady-state.
The model is able to qualitatively replicate the change in portfolios observed during the
crisis only if uncertainty comes from aggregate demand. As world government spending
volatility increases, it is optimal to increase the share of foreign bond holdings and reduce the share of foreign equity holdings. An increase in the variance of the government
spending shock increases the volatility of bond returns and the covariance of bond and
stock returns, while it reduces the covariance between home consumption and home asset returns.

Because of this agents increase their holdings of foreign bonds and, at the

same time, increase their holdings of domestic equity. An increase in the volatility of endowments, instead, reduces the covariance between consumption and bond returns and it
increases the one between consumption and stock returns. Agents, in response, increase
their holdings of domestic bonds and those of foreign equity.
The model suggests that the movement of capital observed during the crisis is compatible
with uncertainty shocks coming from the demand side of the market. These results nd
an important support in the theories that have been recently developed and that identify
the collapse in demand as the main cause of the slump experienced by the U.S. and by
many other economies during the crisis.

A

Appendix A

A.1

Steady-State Portfolio

As shown by Devereux and Sutherland (2006), a second-order approximation of the portfolio problem is sucient to capture the dierent features of assets and tie down a solution
for steady-state holdings of foreign assets. The symmetric non stochastic steady state of
the model is used as the approximation point for non-portfolio variables. In steady state,

nf¯aH = nf¯aF = 0, γ¯H = γ¯F , Ȳ = Ḡ+ C̄

and

β=

1
. From the second-order approximation
γ

of the home country portfolio rst order conditions, we get:

1 2
D
2
D
Et [γ̂t+1
+ (γ̂H,t+1
− γ̂F,t+1
) − ρĈH,t+1 γ̂t+1
]=0
2
with

(A.1)

γ̂ D = γˆtH − γˆtF .

Similarly, for the foreign country:

1 2
2
D
D
D
− γ̂F,t+1
) − ρĈF,t+1 γ̂t+1
− Q̂t+1 γ̂t+1
]=0
Et [γ̂t+1
+ (γ̂H,t+1
2

(A.2)

Subtracting (A.2) from (A.1) , we nd one of the two equations that have to hold in
equilibrium:

D
Et [γ̂t+1
(ĈH,t+1 − ĈF,t+1 −

Qˆt+1
)] = 0.
σ

1
1
D
2
2
D
Et (γ̂t+1
) = − Et (γ̂H,t+1
− γ̂F,t+1
) + ρ Et [(ĈH,t+1 + ĈF,t+1 + Q̂t+1 )γt+1
],
2
2
where

Q that equals PˆF − PˆH

(A.3)

(A.4)

is the real exchange rate. We can follow the same procedure

for bonds too:

D
Et (R̂t+1
(ĈH,t+1 − ĈF,t+1 −

Qˆt+1
)) = 0,
σ

(A.5)

1
1
2
2
D
D
− R̂F,t+1
) + ρ Et [(ĈH,t+1 + ĈF,t+1+Q̂t+1 )R̂t+1
].
Et (R̂t+1
) = − Et (R̂H,t+1
2
2

(A.6)

The optimal value of portfolio holdings can be found by solving the rst order accurate
behavior of

D
,
(ĈH,t+1 − ĈF,t+1 ), γ̂t+1

and

D
R̂t+1

. This requires a rst-order accurate solution

of the non-portfolio equations of the model, as shown by Devereux and Sutherland (2006).
The non-portfolio parts of the model are represented by the law of motion for net foreign
assets and by the rst order conditions with respect to equities and labor supply.

The

rst-order approximation of the home budget constraint, around a symmetric steady state
with zero net foreign assets, is:

HF

HF

H
H
1
a
b
HH
− P̂tH + nfˆ at +
nfˆ at+1 + ĈtH = y ŶtH −g ĜH
(γ̂tF − γ̂tH )+
(R̂F − R̂tH )
t + p̂t
β
βC
βC t

where

g =

G
and similarly
C

y =

Y
.
C

aHF

and

bHF

(A.7)

represent the steady-state values of

foreign holdings of home shares and bonds. Taking dierences between the domestic and
foreign budget constraint and using the condition

H
F
nfˆ at + nfˆ at − Q̂t = 0,

we get:

H
H
y
1
1
g
D
nfˆ at+1 = ŶtD + nfˆ at − ĈtD − ĜD
+ ãγtD + Tˆott + Q̂D
t + b̃R̂t
2
β
2
2 t

where

HH

ã = − aβC

p̂H − p̂F .

,

HH

b̃ = − bβC

and

X̂tD = X̂tH − X̂tF .

Terms of trade,

T ot

(A.8)

are dened as

The rst-order approximations of the rst order conditions in dierential terms

are:

D
ĈtD = Et (Ĉt+1
),

(A.9)

D
Et (γ̂t+1
) = 0,

(A.10)

D
) = 0,
E(R̂t+1

(A.11)

The state-space solution is characterized as follows:

H
H
ˆ
nfˆ at+1 = ηaa nfˆ at + ηaY D ŶtD + ηaGD ĜD
t + ηaξ ξt + ηaϑ ϑ̂t + ηav vˆt

(A.12)

H

ˆ
ĈtD = ηC D a nfˆ at + ηC D Y D ŶtD + ηC D GD ĜD
t + ηC D ξ ξt + ηCϑ ϑ̂t + ηC D v vˆt
where

ξˆt = ãγ̂tD

and

(A.13)

ϑ̂t = b̃R̂D .
D

D

D

D

+ ηγ D εv εvt
γ̂tD = ηγ D εY εYt + ηγ D εG εG
t

(A.14)

R̂tD = ηRD εA εYt + ηRD εG εG
+ ηRD εv εvt
t

(A.15)

Substituting (A.12), (A.13), (A.14) and (A.15) into (A.3) and (A.5), we nd the system
of two equations that have to be solved in order to nd the optimal portfolio

(a∗1 , b∗1 )

H

D
ˆ
Et [(ηC D a nfˆ at+1 + ηC D Y D ÂD
t+1 + ηC D GD Ĝt+1 + ηC D ξ ξt+1 + ηC D ϑ ϑ̂t+1 + ηC D v v̂t+1 )
D

D

v
(ηγ D εY εYt+1 + ηγ D εG εG
t+1 + ηγ D εv εt+1 )] = 0

(A.16)

H
D
ˆ
Et [(ηC D a nfˆ at+1 + ηC D Y D Ŷt+1
+ ηC D GD ĜD
t+1 + ηC D ξ ξt+1 + ηC D ϑ ϑ̂t+1 + ηC D v v̂t+1 )
D

D

v
(ηRD εA εYt+1 + ηRD εG εG
t+1 + ηRD εv εt+1 )] = 0

(A.17)

The two following equations that will determine the steady state value of bond and equity
holdings:

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
ηC D Y D ηγεY σY2 + ηC D GD ηγεG σG
+ ηC D v ηγ D εv σY2 + ηC D ξ α̃(ηγε
A σA + ηγεG σG + ηγεv σv )
2
+ηCϑ b̃(ηγεA ηRεA σY2 + ηγεG ηRεG σG
+ ηγεv ηRεv σv2 ) = 0
(A.18)

2
2
+ ηγεv ηRεv σv2 )
+ ηC D ξ α̃(ηγεY ηRεY σA2 + ηγεG ηRεG σG
ηC D Y D ηRεA σY2 + ηC D GD ηRεG σG
2
2
2
2
2
2
+ηCϑ b̃(ηRε
Y σY + ηRεG σG + ηRεv σv ) = 0

(A.19)

The two equations (A.18) and (A.19) are functions of the parameters of the model and of

the variances of the shocks.

B

Appendix B

In what follows I show the analytical solution for the optimal portfolio and its dynamics,
when there are uncertainty shocks in the simpler two-asset case. This is an innite horizon,
two-country open economy model.

There are two ex-ante symmetric countries,Home"

(H) and Foreign" (F), each one populated by a representative household who consumes
and trades a portfolio of nancial assets.
F good.

There are two dierent goods:

Final consumption is a CES aggregate of the two goods.

portfolio consists of two assets: Home equity and Foreign equity.

H good and

The international

I allow for two types

of shocks in each country: endowment shocks and government spending shocks.

I also

allow for uncertainty shocks: The variances of both endowment and government spending
shocks are indexed by time.

They stochastically move period by period according to

their autoregressive processes. The number of shocks is larger than the number of assets
available: This implies that nancial markets are incomplete.

B.1

Preferences

The household in country

i = H, F

chooses consumption

utility function:

max Et

∞
X
s=0

with coecient of relative risk aversion

β s(

C i to maximize the intertemporal

i
)1−σ
(Ct+s
)
1−σ

σ > 0.

(B.1)

The Home nal consumption basket

combines home and foreign goods:

where

cij

country

j.

CtH = [1/21/θ (cHH
)(θ−1)/θ + 1/21/θ (cFt H )(θ−1)/θ ]θ/(θ−1)
t

(B.2)

i

and consumed by

(θ−1)/θ θ/(θ−1)
CtF = [1/21/θ (cFt F )(θ−1)/θ + 1/21/θ (cHF
]
.
t )

(B.3)

is the amount of consumption good produced by country
The Foreign consumption basket is:

The aggregate consumer price index for Home,

PtH ,

is dened as:

1

1−θ
PtH = [1/2(pH
+ 1/2(pFt )1−θ ] 1−θ ,
t )

where

pH
t

and

pFt

(B.4)

are the nominal prices of nal home and foreign goods, denominated in

the Home currency. Similarly, Foreign price index in Home currency is dened as:

1

1−θ 1−θ
] .
PtF = [1/2(pFt )1−θ + 1/2(pH
t )

(B.5)

In this economy the law of one price holds. Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) also holds,
since I assume no home bias.

B.2

Stochastic Processes

The endowment and government spending shocks follow an AR(1) process:

D

D
Ŷt+1
= φY ŶtD + εYt+1

(B.6)

D

G D
G
ĜD
t+1 = φ Ĝt + εt+1
where

Ŷ D

YD

and

GD

(B.7)

denote the log of the endowment and the government spending shocks.

is the dierence between the Home endowment of Home good and the Foreign en-

dowment of Foreign good.

Similarly,

ĜD

is the dierence between Home and Foreign

government spending. The innovations to the log processes (B.6) and (B.7),
are identically and independently distributed with mean zero and variance

D

D

εYt+1

and

εG
t+1 ,

2Y
σt+1

and

2G
σt+1
,

respectively.
Furthermore, I assume that the variance of the shocks is time-varying. When an uncertainty shock hits the economy at time

t + 1,

the variances of

D

εYt+1

and

D

εG
t+1

depart from

their steady-state and follow a mean reverting process:

2Y
σt+1
= ρY σ 2Y + (1 − ρY )σt2Y + η Y uYt+1

(B.8)

2G
σt+1
= ρG σ 2G + (1 − ρG )σt2G + η G uG
t+1
where

uYt+1 and uG
t+1 are identically and independently distributed processes with mean zero

and unitary variance. Since

ρY

converge to their steady-states

and

σ 2Y

ρG

and

are smaller than 1, as time passes, the variances

σ 2G 17 .

The budget constraint for the home economy at time

nf aH
t+1 +
where

(B.9)

nf aH

t

is:

H
ϕ
2
H
H pt
F
H H
HF
(nf aH
)
=
(Y
−
G
)
− CtH + γtF nf aH
t+1
t
t
t + (γt − γt )qt−1 St
2
PtH
are net foreign assets, and they are dened as:

F FH
H HF
nf aH
t+1 = qt St+1 − qt St+1 .

S ij

(B.10)

stands for the stock issued by country

the stock issued by country

i. γ H

and

γF

i

and held by country

(B.11)

j,

while

qi

is the price of

are the returns on the stocks issued by Home

and Foreign and they are dened in terms of the consumption good:

γtH =

H
(PtH qtH + pH
t Yt )
,
H
PtH qt−1

(B.12)

γtF =

(PtH qtF + pFt YtF )
,
F
PtH qt−1

(B.13)

and

where the dividend paid by country's

i

equity depends on the endowment of that country

in that period. Foreign agents solve a similar portfolio problem and their budget constraint
is:

nf aFt+1 +
17 As

ϕ
pF
H
StHF ,
(nf aFt+1 )2 = (YtF − GFt ) tF − CtF + γtH nf aFt + (γtH − γtF )qt−1
2
Pt

(B.14)

in Benigno et al. (2011), I assume that the exogenous state variables follow conditionally-linear
stochastic processes, where the variances of the primitive shocks follow stochastic linear processes

where

nf aF

are net foreign assets for the Foreign country, and they are dened as:

HF
FH
nf aFt+1 = qtH St+1
− qtF St+1
.

(B.15)

As in Devereux and Sutherland (2006), I dene the Foreign holdings of Home equity:

H
at = qt−1
StHF

B.3

(B.16)

Market Clearing Conditions

The resource constraints are

H
CtHH + CtHF + GH
t = Yt

(B.17)

CtF H + CtF F + GFt = YtF

(B.18)

The market clearing condition for Home stocks is:

StHH + StHF = 1.

(B.19)

The market clearing condition for Foreign equity is:

StF F + StF H = 1.

B.4

(B.20)

Optimality Conditions

The rst-order conditions for country

i

with respect to equities are:

Cti

−σ

H
),
= βEt (C i t+1 γt+1

−σ

Cti

−σ

F
= βEt (C i t+1 γt+1
),

−σ

(B.21)

(B.22)

As shown by DS (2006), a second-order approximation of the portfolio problem is sucient
to capture the dierent features of assets and tie down a solution for steady-state holdings
of foreign assets. The symmetric non stochastic steady state of the model is used as the
approximation point for non-portfolio variables.

γH = γF , Y = G + C

and

β =

1
.
γ

In steady state,

nf aH = nf aF = 0,

From the second-order approximation of the home

country portfolio rst-order conditions, we get:

1 2
2
D
) − σ ĈH,t+1 γ̂D,t+1 ] = 0
− γ̂F,t+1
+ (γ̂H,t+1
Et [γ̂t+1
2
with

γ̂D = γ̂tH − γ̂tF .

(B.23)

Similarly, for the foreign country:

1 2
D
2
Et [γ̂t+1
+ (γ̂H,t+1
− γ̂F,t+1
) − σ ĈF,t+1 γ̂D,t+1 ] = 0.
2

(B.24)

Subtracting (B.24) from (B.23) , we nd the equations that have to hold in equilibrium:

D
Et [γ̂t+1
(ĈH,t+1 − ĈF,t+1 )] = 0

(B.25)

1
1
2
2
D
− γ̂F,t+1
) + σ Et [(ĈH,t+1 + ĈF,t+1 )γD,t+1 ]
Et (γ̂t+1
) = − Et (γ̂H,t+1
2
2

(B.26)

Taking a rst order approximation of Home and Foreign budget constraints and subtracting
the Foreign budget constraint from the Home one, yields the following law of motion for
Home net foreign assets:

H
H
y
1
1
g
y−g D
D
nfˆ at+1 = ŶtD + nfˆ at − ĈtD − ĜD
p̂
t + ãγt +
2
β
2
2
2

(B.27)

where

ã = −
a

being the steady-state value of

at

a
βC

(B.28)

as dened in (B.16).

An increase in the volatility

of Home endowment increases Foreign asset's holdings proportionally to the product of
the elasticity of consumption to endowment

ηCY

and the elasticity of the return to the

endowment shock

ηγεY .

Home endowment shocks have a positive eect on Home con-

sumption and on Home returns.

The increase in Home endowment volatility increases

the covariance between Home consumption and Home asset returns and makes the Foreign asset a better hedging instrument against the endowment risk. Similarly, an increase
in Home government spending uncertainty modies Home holdings of the Foreign asset
proportionally to the elasticity of government spending to consumption
ticity of government spending to the Home asset return
values, the sign of

ηCG

ηγεG .

ηCG

and the elas-

For reasonable parameter

is negative, as the intuition would suggest.

An increase in gov-

ernment spending crowds out private spending. The fact that returns positively react to
government spending shocks implies that their covariance with consumption is negative:
An increase in the variance of Home government spending further reduces the covariance
between consumption and Home returns. Home assets are therefore a good hedge against
government spending volatility. The state-space solution is characterized as follows:

H
H
ˆ
nfˆ at+1 = nfˆ at + ηaY D ŶtD + ηaGD ĜD
t + ηaξ ξt

(B.29)

H
ˆ
ĈtD = ηC D a nfˆ at + ηC D Y D ŶtD + ηC D GD ĜD
t + ηC D ξ ξt

(B.30)

D

γtD = ηγεY εYt + ηγεG εG
t
where

ξˆt = ãγ̂tD .

The DS solution for

ã = −

B.5

ã

D

(B.31)

is:

ηCY D ηγεY σ 2Y + ηCGD ηγεG σ 2G
.
2
2Y + η 2 σ 2G )
ηCξ (ηγε
Y σ
G
γε

(B.32)

Portfolio Dynamics

In this section I discuss the role of time-varying variances in portfolio dynamics.

DS

(2010a) show that a combination of third-order approximations of the portfolio equations
and second-order approximations of the rest of the model delivers the path followed by
the portfolio when the economy is hit by a shock.

It is rst of all necessary to notice

that the dynamics generated by the shocks are dierent from the ones generated by their
volatility. As shown in Benigno et al. (2011), in the presence of uncertainty shocks the
second-order approximation is sucient to capture the eects of uncertainty. First-order
portfolio dynamics can be then generated by a combination of second and third-order
approximations of the model. The third-order approximation of the portfolio equations,
as obtained in DS (2010a), is:

D
D
+
γ̂t+1
Et [−σ Ĉt+1

where

Ĉ D(2)

and

γ̂ D(2)

σ 2 D(2) D
σ D D(2)
γ̂t+1 )] = 0,
(Ĉt+1 γ̂t+1 ) − (Ĉt+1
2
2

(B.33)

are the second-order approximations of consumption and return

dierentials. The second-order approximation of the dierential in consumption is:

D(2)

Ĉt

H
D
= ηC D a nfˆ at + ηC D AD ŶtD + ηC D GD ĜD
t + ηC D ξ aγ̂t +
D(2)

ηC D aγ D nfˆat γ̂tD + ηC D AD(2) Ŷt
where

ξt

D(2)

+ ηC D GD(2) Ĝt

+ ηC D ξ(2) ξˆt

(B.34)

is now the product between the time-varying portfolio and the rst-order approx-

imation of the returns,

ât γˆD t .

The second-order approximation of the return dierential

is instead:

D(2)

γ̂t

2Y
2G
= ηγεY εYt + ηγεG εG
t + ηγεY (2) σt + ηγεG(2) σt

Plugging (B.34) and (B.35) in (B.33) and solving for

ât

leads to the following expression:

2Y
2G
(3 − σ)(ηCY ηγεy Et (σt+1
) + ηCG ηγεG Et (σt+1
))
+
2
2Y
2
2G
σηC D ξ(2) (ηγεY Et (σt+1 ) + ηγεG Et (σt+1 ))
3−σ
1
1
A D
(
ηCξ ã − ηCa nfˆ at+1 + (φG ĜD
t ηCG + φ Ŷt ηCY ))
ηC D ξ(2)
σ
σ

ât =

where,

2Y
Et (σt+1
) = [ρY σ 2Y + (1 − ρY )σt2Y ]

and

(B.35)

(B.36)

2G
Et (σt+1
) = [ρG σ 2G + (1 − ρG )σt2G ].

The resulting expression for the portfolio dynamics

ât

shows that besides the sources

of dynamics already identied by the literature (i.e., the state variables of the model,

G

and

Y)

nf a,

also the time-varying variances of the model can generate portfolio dynamics

around the steady-state.

C

Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Foreign holdings of U.S. assets

Figure 2: U.S. holdings of foreign assets

Table 1: Parameter Values

P arameters

V alues

discount factor

β

0.96

variance Y

σ 2Y

0.012

variance G

2
σG

0.012

variance v

σv2

0.012

persistence Y

φy

0.66

persistence G

φg

0.9

persistence v

φv

0.66

elasticity of substitution

θ

2

risk aversion

σ

4

persistence

σ 2Y

ρY

0.9

persistence

σ 2G

ρG

0.9

persistence

σ 2v

ρv

0.9

Figure 3: U.S. holdings of foreign short-term bonds

Figure 4: Home Holdings of Foreign stocks when uncertainty hits endowment, big autocorrelation

Figure 5: Home Holdings of Foreign stocks when uncertainty hits endowment, small autocorrelation

Figure 6: Home Holdings of Foreign bonds when uncertainty hits endowment, big autocorrelation

Figure 7: Home Holdings of Foreign bonds when uncertainty hits endowment, small autocorrelation

Figure 8: Home Holdings of Foreign stocks when uncertainty hits government spending

Figure 9: Home Holdings of Foreign bonds when uncertainty hits government spending

Figure 10: Home Holdings of Foreign stocks when uncertainty hits preferences

Figure 11: Home Holdings of Foreign bonds when uncertainty hits preferences

